Position: EY Service Delivery Center — Associate Analyst, Quality Assurance Testing
Location: Jacksonville, FL and Alpharetta, GA

To be considered for an interview at Ernst & Young LLP (EY)
- Please apply on the link provided.

What it means to be part of EY’s Financial Services Organization
Ernst & Young LLP’s Financial Services Organization (FSO) is a uniquely industry-focused business unit that provides a broad range of integrated services to financial institutions and other capital markets participants, including retail, commercial and investment banks; broker-dealers; asset managers (traditional and alternative); insurance and energy trading companies; and other organizations.

What it means to be part of the FSO IT Advisory practice
The FSO IT Advisory practice focuses on building and delivering market-leading technology enablement solutions to financial institutions and other capital markets participants. Within IT Advisory, the Quality Assurance Testing practice focuses on IT quality transformation and application test delivery. The team includes individuals who have deep industry, product and client knowledge.

What the Service Delivery Center means to you
The Service Delivery Center is made up of high-performing US-based resources who work closely with our experienced Advisory professionals to deliver project-based work and managed services to our US-based Financial Services clients. The Service Delivery Center is a core component of the EY Vision 2020 growth strategy.

Job responsibilities of a QA Testing Associate Analyst may include:
- Develop positive client relationships across multiple levels
- Deliver high-quality work with less testing resources/time
- Work with clients to drive transformational change in the way the clients deliver application testing services in their organizations
- Define the test strategy for large programs, projects, or complex products or solutions
- Plan and implement testing and quality assurance activities on projects
- Estimate the effort and cost for a large complex test solution
- Architect approaches for complex/critical projects
- Work as a bridge between business, technology and strategy to facilitate user application testing
- Participate in all testing phases, including functional, system, integration, automation and user acceptance (UAT)
- Responsible for QA delivery of test scenarios, scripts and execution results
- Create regression test cases for business process flows
• Perform thorough analysis of requirements specifications and design documents using structured techniques to identify testable conditions
• Create test data files with valid and invalid records to thoroughly test program logic and verify system flow
• Conduct tests and undertake analysis of results to confirm that software meets or exceeds specified standards and/or client requirements
• Support Senior QA Analyst/QA Manager in upward stakeholder management and day-to-day management of the testing organization

Position requirements
To qualify, candidates should have:

• Bachelor’s degree in technology, general business or liberal arts.
• Strong academic record — including, without limitation, course work that EY deems relevant to this position
• Zero to one year of work experience
• Demonstrate project management, teaming, organizational, analytical and problem-solving skills
• Effective organization and time management skills with the ability to work under pressure and adhere to project deadlines
• Integrity within a professional environment and demonstrated respect for peers
• Should work as a team player and demonstrate technical skills or knowledge
• Flexible to work during nighttime and/or weekends to meet project deadlines while simultaneously working on multiple projects
• Ability to work with offshore and senior QA managers to deliver project on time
• Proficient in the English language, including the ability to listen, understand, read and communicate effectively both in writing and verbally in a professional environment
• Experience with analyzing and solving problems of a complex nature
• Flexible and willing to travel (up to 25%)

Ernst & Young LLP, an equal opportunity employer, values the diversity of our workforce and the knowledge of our people. To learn more about career opportunities at EY, please visit us at www.ey.com/us/careers.

The global EY organization is a leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.